
Presentation of disease-disease associations
Introduction

The HumanPSD harbors one of the largest human disease biomarker databases with over 110,000 gene-disease
assignments curated from the scientific literature. The detailed information encompasses a classification of biomarkers
into four classes, Causal, Correlative, Negative and Preventative, that indicate a biomarker gene's role in the associated
disease.

A study previously inferred disease-disease relationships on the basis of shared Causal and Preventative biomarker
genes [1], in the following denoted as causal biomarkers. A disease network derived from these relationships organized
disease entities into clusters with apparent biomedical relevance. Furthermore, several of the inferred associations
coincided with known clinical correlations such as comorbidities or known disease etiologies.

Reported disease-disease associations

As demonstrated in [1], a significant number of causal genes shared by two diseases indicates common disease
mechanisms, a clinical link or affiliation with a group of similar pathologies. Human disease associations presented in
HumanPSD reports are deduced by an analysis process that largely follows [1] and features several refinements.

1. Extraction of disease-gene network

A causal disease-gene network is gathered from the complete human disease biomarker collection of the
HumanPSD by selecting associations of the types Causal and Preventative as well as Correlative associations
with the attribute Disease mechanism. The network is further restricted to diseases with at least five causal genes
connecting over 850 diseases and more than 7350 causal genes.

2. Sampling of random causal gene sets

Classical hypothesis tests like the binomial or the Fisher test are at our disposal to assess the statistical
significance of the number of shared causal genes. However, the underlying distributions assume that samples (of
the same size) are drawn with equal probability, whereas we observe that occurrence frequencies of causal genes
within disease gene sets can differ strongly thereby violating that assumption. The 25 most frequent causal genes
of our data set are shown in Fig. 1 together with the proportion of diseases with which they were associated.
While some causal genes are associated with only a handful of diseases, others like TNF, IFNG or TGFB1 played
a role in every fifth to almost every third disease type. Therefore, diseases linked to the more frequent genes are
more likely to share causal genes with other diseases.



Figure 1.The 25 most frequent causal disease genes in the selected HumanPSD data set.

To account for unequal gene occurrence frequencies, [1] estimated for each disease the expected overlap with a
randomly generated set of causal genes as a function of the gene set size. The expected overlap estimated with
this function was then applied as parameter of the Poisson distribution to compute the statistical significance for
an observed number of shared causal genes:

Several improvements were applied for the HumanPSD reports. The sampling process was adapted to better cover
the range of possible causal gene sets from 5 to 7000 genes allowing for improved modeling of expected overlaps
and gene set sizes. Instead of using linear regression, conditional mean overlaps were fit using Bézier curves to
accommodate different shapes of the gene set size/overlap function as well as to adhere to theoretical bounds
imposed by minimal and maximal gene set and overlap sizes. Figure 2 exemplifies random gene set and resulting
overlap data for four diseases. Please see figure caption for details.
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Figure 2. Random gene set and resulting overlap data for four diseases. Straight red line
represent expected overlaps according to the hypergeometric distribution. Dashed orange lines show
fit Bézier curves. For comparison, solid red curves correspond to non-parametric LOESS regression
models. Blue lines indicate maxima of gene set and overlap sizes.

3. Pairwise disease-disease comparison

The obtained regression models are applied to calculate a similarity between all disease pairs. The HumanPSD
disease reports present for each disease the set of diseases with at least two shared causal genes and an overlap
false discovery rate (FDR) below 0.05. FDRs are estimated by using the R p.adjust method with method = "BH".
We denote the set of significantly similar diseases defined by certain similarity thresholds as disease vicinity.
Within a Disease Report, the disease vicinity information is provided as table which contains columns with names
of neighboring diseases (Disease), the MeSH ID (MeSH ID), a description whether a disease is also parent or
child within the MeSH hierarchy (MeSH relationship), the number of shared causal genes (Overlap (common
biomarkers) and the FDR (Adjusted p-value). Besides the tabular view, disease vicinities are presented by a
network plot as well as a heatmap co-clustering diseases and shared causal genes. Examples are shown in Figures
3 and 4. Please see figure captions for details.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_regression
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/stats/versions/3.6.2/topics/p.adjust


Figure 3. Disease vicinity network of Adrenal Insufficiency. Edges are shown for FDR < 0.05 and
overlap size ≥ 2. The primary disease is represented by a red diamond shape, neighboring diseases by
blue circles. Solid edges connect the primary disease to neighboring diseases. Dashed edges connect
neighboring diseases. Gray arrows point from a child disease to the parent disease based on
information from the MeSH hierarchy. Therefore, while all neighboring diseases are extracted on the
basis of causal gene analysis, undirected red, solid or orange, dashed edges indicate links suggested
only by similarity. Finally, edge widths are proportional to the statistical significance of association
and node sizes are proportional to the number of causal genes of the disease.



Figure 4. Disease vicinity heatmap of Adrenal Insufficiency. In the heatmap a blue area represents
connections between causal genes (rows) and diseases (columns). The primary disease is highlighted
with darkblue coloring. The annotation bar above the heatmap indicates MeSH hierarchy parents
with darkgray, MeSH hierarchy children with lightgray, and other similar diseases with red colors.
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